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The luxurious and peaceful Hansar
Samui provides Rebecca Lewis with
much-needed peace and quiet on the
beautiful Thai island of Koh Samui.

he last time I ventured to Koh Samui,
Thailand, I was an 18-year-old fresh
out of school, looking for some fun
in the sun to celebrate my high school
graduation. There’s no shortage of
the party lifestyle in Koh Samui – the
well-known Full Moon Party draws in
thousands of people every month to
the neighbouring Koh Phangan – but
now, nearly 10 years on, I was looking for
something different. To be honest, I was
sceptical of Koh Samui’s ability to provide
me with the peace I was craving. I
wanted quiet time on the beach, relaxing
massages and to avoid the beer-drinking,
scantily-clad holiday goers you might find
traipsing along Chaweng’s party strip. My
belief that Koh Samui would only provide
strobe lights and drunken tourists was
confirmed on the flight over, when I sat
amongst two dozen 30-something British
blokes, heading over for a stag weekend
– already drunk, of course. It wasn’t their
fault, the party life is what Koh Samui
provides for so many, but I’m sure you
understand the relief I felt when I finally
made it to Hansar Samui, my gorgeous
home for the next few days.
Just 10 minutes from the island’s
International Airport, along Samui’s upmarket Bophut Bay, Hansar was like a
peaceful beacon of light. I immediately
felt the calming energy of Bophut and
heard the waves lapping. The vibrant
Fisherman’s Village is just a quick walk
from the hotel, but I couldn’t hear any
of the commotion on a busy Friday
night. The drunken travellers were but a
distant memory as I scanned over the
property; the infinity pool didn’t bear a
single ripple and the palm trees swayed
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like outstretched limbs in the night
breeze. I briefly met the hotel’s Director
of Operations, Urip Wiedodo, in the
lobby and he began to talk me through
potential activities and destinations to visit
nearby. But upon seeing my weary face,
he quickly followed up with, “But perhaps
you’d prefer to put your feet up, have a
beer and worry about this later?” It’s like
he could read my mind.
I was guided to my room, the
incredible Sea View XL suite, and the
first thing that caught my eye was the
massive freestanding bathtub filled with
rose petals, plonked in the middle. The
romantic four-poster bed stands proud
near the enormous balcony, which has
a wall-to-wall couch and a view of the
entire hotel. It was like having a bed with a
breeze; I spent a good portion of my time
with my feet up on that couch. When I
wasn’t lying there I was sprawled out on a
sun lounger by the infinity seawater pool,
every day after breakfast without fail. My
route every morning from the room to
the pool became a well-worn path, and
even though it involved me wandering
right past the Fitness Centre, I managed
to dodge ever setting foot into it! While
the modern facility looked incredible from
the outside, but there was no way I was
swapping my flip-flops for trainers.
After ordering plenty of poolside meals
(I highly recommend the Wagyu beef
burger, followed by a strenuous afternoon
of sleeping in the sun) I was introduced to
the wonderful amenities Hansar has to
offer. I was invited to dinner with Weidodo
and a friend at the hotel’s H Bistro – a
beautiful beachside restaurant offering
up a divine French Mediterranean
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menu. The Executive Chef, Canadian
Stephen Dion, provided a sumptuous
feast fit for a King. The octopus entree
we were served proved why H Bistro was
named 2011’s Best Restaurant in Thailand
by Tatler Magazine and was recently
recommended as one of the “41 Places
to Go in 2011” in the New York Times. It
came as no surprise to find out Chef
Stephen’s background included being
the Private Chef to His Majesty the King
of Jordan, where he cooked for many
dignitaries, such as Prince Charles and
the Sultan of Brunei. Fit for a King, indeed!
The following morning – with a
stomach full of rich chocolate cake and
strawberry mojitos – I was treated to an
island tour across Samui. The tours can be
arranged for you by the hotel and can
last anywhere from one to four hours, to
your preference. I’m usually not one to
tag along on a tour, but this island trip
was just myself and the guide, Keng, who
was extremely knowledgeable about the
island and its history. We visited one of
Samui’s most famous landmarks, the Big
Buddha, which sits 15m tall and is visible
from several kilometres away, as well as
Wat Plai Laem – a magnificent area filled
with multiple colourful places of worship
and statues. These temples are famous
for the hundreds of fish that embark of
feeding frenzies in the water, thanks to the
tourist’s ability to purchase fish food on
site. I was also treated to one of the best
views in Samui at the Lad Koh Viewpoint
on the ring road between Chaweng and
Lamai. The stunning view is not to be
missed, but Keng was quick to inform me
the road is one of the most dangerous
in Samui, with many families losing loved
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ones in car accidents every year. It gives
the area quite a sombre and a huge
shrine sits covered in incense, flowers and
knick-knacks left for the lives lost. We both
made sure to light some incense and say
a prayer before moving on. Other mustsee locations in Samui include Hin-Ta and
Hin-Yai, or Grandfather and Grandmother
rocks – two massive natural landmarks,
which look remarkably like male and
female genitalia. Although they generally
raise giggles from those who visit, these
rocks are as popular with the local Thai
people as they are with the tourists, due
to the tragic love story behind the legend
of the rocks. If you like waterfalls, don’t go
past Na Muang Waterfall No. 1 and No. 2,
which are both stunning.
If you’re staying over a weekend, the
Fisherman’s Village is well worth visiting for
its market shopping, bars and restaurants.
While far less busy than other parts of
Koh Samui, this area is pumping on a
Friday night with street vendors selling
banana pancakes, pop music floating
out of every bar and people flocking to
a mix of restaurants. I popped into the
eclectic and wonderfully-named Starfish
and Coffee (after the Prince song) for
what must have been one of the best
green curries of my life. Being one who
likes green curry “Thai hot”, not “Western
hot”, the staff were positively giddy that
they could cook me a ‘real’ curry. The
street’s potholes, touting shop owners
and random powercuts only add to the
ambience of this fantastic little street.
If there’s one thing to absolutely
recommend about Hansar – other than
making the most of the Beach Bar’s
Happy Hour at multiple times of the day –

it’s the beautiful LUXSA Spa. Offering more
than 50 massages, scrubs, wraps and
more for men and women, you really are
spoilt for choice. I opted for the heavenly
60-minute LUXSA massage, which had me
falling into a peaceful sleep on the table!
I floated out of the tranquil spa feeling
more than energised, and topped off
my blissful evening with a walk along the
beach at sunset.
As far as relaxation goes, Hansar
ticked all the boxes for decadent food, a
luxurious space to relax in and enjoyable
services and amenities. The word ‘Hansar’,
taken from the ancient language of
Sanskrit, meaning ‘happiness and joy’ –
and I certainly feel it lives up to its name.

A Tropical
Romantic Retreat
Hansar Samui is offering a Valentines
Day Package, which includes 3 nights
in a Sea View or Sea View XL,
a romantic private dinner for two
by Chef Shephen Dion, a ‘Pamper
your Partner’ massage lesson,
a Reiki session, a foot/ steam bath,
a candlelit bath, a Chocolate Glow
signature massage and brunch
in bed with a Butler service!
Valid from Jan 16 to April 30, 2012.
Contact: +66 77245 511 or email
samney@hansarsamui.com.
www.hansarsamui.com

Rebecca stayed in Thailand courtesy of
Hansar Samui and flew direct from Singapore
to Koh Samui courtesy of Bangkok Airways.
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